
English 6 
Suggested reading/ writing activities for children in Y3 and 4 based around our 

new book ‘Ratburger’ by David Walliams.  

 

Click on this link :  Ratburger part 6 

   Listen from  5:03 to the end of chapter 21 : 

Chapter 21 – Sizzling Bottom      

Comprehension    - 5:03-8:50 

1)Why did Zoe have to use her hands to find the door handle ?  

2)‘Completely disorientated by the explosion of dust’ , What does 
disorientated  mean? Can you find a synonym for this word? 

3) What 2 ways out of the leaning tower block were ‘sure to result in capture’ ? 

4)How does David Walliams describe the wind? (It’s a personification phrase 
which our grammar this week will help you with !) 

5)Why didn’t Zoe hurt herself when she landed at the bottom of the tube ? 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=ratburger+audiobook+part+5free+you+tube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dratburger%2520audiobook%2520part%25205free%2520you%2520tube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dratburger%2520audiobook%2520part%25205free%2520you%2520tube%26sc%3d0-39%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dF426CEFA0BBD431EAA4B3741A66633DE&view=detail&mid=2CF215BD9CE76B89F05E2CF215BD9CE76B89F05E&&FORM=VDRVRV


Ratburger part 6  

Chapter 22 ’Free Spit’   8:50-12:48 

What do the words mean? 

 ★ Listen again to Chapter 22 of ‘Ratburger ‘. All of the words below are in the 

chapter. See if you can work out what they mean and jot down your ideas 

here.  

★ If you are stuck, there is a list of similar words below to help you.   If you are 

still stuck, you could ask someone else in your home or use a dictionary or the 

internet.  

 

Target 
Word 

Definition that fits with the  text 

obnoxious   
 

curious  
 

chilled  
 

instantly   
 

dutifully  
 

emblazoned   
 

Similar Words Help Box               faithfully    loyally   responsibly    

Immediately    at once   straight away          decorate    adorn   embellish     

                                             cool    icy    freezing   

baffling   mystifying  unusual                     unpleasant     nasty    awful  

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=ratburger+audiobook+part+5free+you+tube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dratburger%2520audiobook%2520part%25205free%2520you%2520tube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dratburger%2520audiobook%2520part%25205free%2520you%2520tube%26sc%3d0-39%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dF426CEFA0BBD431EAA4B3741A66633DE&view=detail&mid=2CF215BD9CE76B89F05E2CF215BD9CE76B89F05E&&FORM=VDRVRV


Ratburger part 6  

Chapter 23  ‘The Pulverisation Machine ’  12:48 –16:45  

The Grammar/Spelling Correction Game 

In each sentence there are lots of either spelling or 

grammar mistakes – see if you can spot as many as 

you can , then get an adult to check too !  

(The number of errors to find are in the red box) 
 
 

1.  I fell out with my sister and I didn’t want to looser, so i apologisd and we 

made up. I have alot of freinds at school. My favrite subject is maths. I 

like doing somes.  

 

 

2. Toknight, I whant to go to Pizza Hut. The food they’re really apeals to 

me, because it’s tastey. There is a buffay know which is all you can eat. 

 

 

 

 

3. The exitment of going on holiday in the morning was killing me. I 

couldn’t wait. I was going to my faviraute place in America. Geuss we’re 

it is! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 

7 

4 

The twins decided that four there birthday 

thay each wanted an iPhone. There parents 

decided thay where to young for such an 

ecspensive presant. The twins where upset 

and had two think off something else insted. 

Some times you can’t have everything that 

you want.     (14 errors ! ) 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=ratburger+audiobook+part+5free+you+tube&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dratburger%2520audiobook%2520part%25205free%2520you%2520tube%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dratburger%2520audiobook%2520part%25205free%2520you%2520tube%26sc%3d0-39%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dF426CEFA0BBD431EAA4B3741A66633DE&view=detail&mid=2CF215BD9CE76B89F05E2CF215BD9CE76B89F05E&&FORM=VDRVRV


Ratburger part 7   

 Chapter 24 ‘Childburger  ’  Start -5:08 and Chapter 25 ‘Roadkill’ 5:08-9:08 

 

The main part of the 

contraption was a 

massive metal funnel, 

with a long conveyor 

belt leading from 

underneath it. A huge 

wooden rolling pin 

hovered over the belt. 

Next, metal arms that 

could have been parts 

of old food mixers 

stood ready at the 

side. On the end of the 

arms were round 

metal tubes that 

looked like sawn-down 

sections of old piping, 

or perhaps even parts 

of a lorry exhaust pipe. 

 

David Walliams paints a great picture in the reader’s head to describe the 

Pulverisation machine. 

Can you invent your own machine ? Will it be a  

rainbow or football-making machine or will it be quite 

sinister – making things which could be as gruesome 

(or even worse) than Burt’s?  

Draw and label it first. 

What does it do? 

What does it look like?  

Give it a name. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=ratburger+audiobook+part+7free+you+tube&&view=detail&mid=E4E05F5B5C316246C79AE4E05F5B5C316246C79A&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dratburger%2520audiobook%2520part%25207free%2520you%2520tube%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dratburger%2520audiobook%2520part%25207free%2520you%2520tube%26sc%3D0-39%26sk%3D%26cvid%3D0FBF6E2BBB10406DBFB1F5997F2050EC


 

 

                Using the image on Pobble365 here Top of the Beanstalk    

 

Using the image , for ‘Free write Friday ‘ you can write anything you like !  

It could be : 

• A newspaper report 

• A diary  

• A cartoon strip 

• A set of instructions 

• A poem  

• A persuasive argument  

• A story 

(Here is a story starter if you choose to do a story ) 

Jack had been climbing for most of the morning. Step after slippery step, he had 
made his way up to the top of the beanstalk. Several times, when the wind picked 
up, he had feared he might lose his footing and fall to his death. He had dared to 
look down on one occasion, seeing that his house was the size of an ant far below. 

Now that he had finally reached his goal and clambered up to the land of the 
giants, Jack had no idea what to do next. 

‘FEE, FI, FO, FUM…” a voice as loud as a foghorn boomed out from high above him. 
Jack took a deep breath... 

https://www.pobble365.com/top-of-the-beanstalk/

